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SPECIFICATIONS 

Tuning Range 

88-108MHz 
Sensitivity (mono) 

IHF Normal: better than 2.5;LV 
Wide: better than 3.2/lV 

DIN (40kHz Dev.; S/N 26dB) 
Normal: better than 1.6/lV 
Wide: better than 2.5/lV 

Sensitivity (stereo) 

DIN (40kHz Dev.; S/N 46dBI 
50/lV 

Image Frequency Rejection 

Over 120dB 
IF Rejection Over 120dB 
Spurious Response Rejection 

Over 120dB 
AM Rejection 

IHF Over 60dB 
Capture Ratio 

1 mV Normal: better than 1.3dB 
Wide: better than 1.0dB 

1 OllV Normal: better than 2.0dB 
Wide: better than 3.0dB 

1 OOmV Normal: better than 1.0dB 
Wide: better than 1.0dB 

Selectivity 

IHF (75kHz Dev.) 
Normal: over 80dB 
Wide: over 18dB 

DIN (±300Hz; 40kHz Dev.) ±500kHz 
Normal: over 65dB 
Wide: over 1 OdB 
Normal: over 90dB 
Wide: over 35dB 

Signal/Noise Ratio (mono) 

IHF (75kHz Dev.) 
Over 78dB 

DIN (40kHz Dev.) 
Over 72dB 

Signal/Noise Ratio (stereo) 

IHF (75kHz Dev.) 
Over 75dB 

DIN (40kHz Dev.) 
Over 69dB 

Total Harmonic Distortion 

(antenna level: 1 mV) 
Mono 

IHF (400Hz; 75kHz Dev.) 
Normal: less than 0.08% 
Wide: less than 0.08% 

DIN (1kHz; 40kHz Dev.) 
Normal: less than 0.08% 
Wide: less than 0.08% 

IHF (50-1 O,OOOHz; 75kHz Dev.) 
Normal: less than 0.3% 
Wide: less than 0.15% 

DIN (50-10,000Hz; 40kHz Dev.) 

Stereo 

Normal: less than 0.3% 
Wide: less than 0.15% 

IHF (400Hz; 75kHz Dev.) 
Normal: less than 0.08% 
Wide: less than 0.08% 

DIN (1kHz; 40kHz Dev.) 
Normal: less than 0.08% 
Wide: less than 0.08% 

IHF (50-10,000Hz; 75kHz Dev.) 
Normal: less than 0.5% 
Wide: less than 0.2% 

DIN (50-10,000Hz; 40kHz Dev.) 
Normal: less than 0.5% 
Wide: less than 0.2% 

Stereo Separation 

IHF (400Hz; 75kHz Dev.) 
Normal & wide: 50dB 

DIN (1kHz; 40kHz Dev.) 
Normal & wide: 50d8 

IHF (50-10,000Hz; 75kHz Dev.) 
Normal: 35dB 
Wide: 40dB 

DIN (50-10,000Hz; 40kHz Dev.) 
Normal: 35dB 
Wide: 40dB 

Frequency Response 

50-10,000Hz 
±0.3dB 

30-15,000Hz 
+0.5dB, -1.0dB 

Sub-Carrier Suppression 

Over 70dB 
Muting Override Signal Level 

3-30!-lV 
Stereo Level 3-30/lV 
Auto Blend Level 

1: 1 OO;.t V, II: 1m V 

GENERAL 

Transistors 1 08 
FETs 12 (dual-gate MOS: 3, 

junction: 9) 
Diodes 33 
Zener Diodes 9 
ICs 7 
Two-Element Ceramic Filter 

2 

2 

2 

4 

4 

5 

14 

17 

18 

22 

26 

27 

29 

31 

Four-Element Ceramic Filter 1 
Two-Element Ceramic Block Filters 2 
Headphone Output 

4.16n. 
Fixed Output 

775mV 
Variable Output 

2V- 70mV variablao 
Antenna Input Impedance 

Power Source 

300n. (balanced), 
75n. (unbalanced) 

110, 117, 130, 2 20, 240V, 
50/60Hz 

Power Consumption 

23W ( il i um .  off: 13W ) 
AC Outlet 1 (unswitched, 500W) 
Cabinet American walnut 
Front Panel Hairline brushed aluminum 
Dimensions (WxHxDI 

436 x 1 4 4  x 352mm 
(17.2" X 5.7" X 13.9") 

Weight 13kg (28.6 lbs.) 

CT-7000 
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EXTERNAL VIEW 

FRONT PANEL 

1 ® ®® 

REAR PANEL (U.S.& CANADIAN MODELS) 

REAR PANEL (EUROPEAN MODEL) 
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FRONT PANEL 

0 FRONT PANEL 

8 DIAL SCALE 

8 DIAL POINTER 

e STEREO INDICATOR 

0 STATION INDICATOR 

0 SIGNAL METER 

0 TUNING METER 

(l) CONTROL PANEL 

0 HEADPHONE JACK 

4D HEADPHONE VOLUME CONTROL 

REAR PANEL (U.S.& CANADIAN MODELS) 

0 F-TYPE RECEPTACLE 

8 75!1 ANTENNA TERMINAL 

8 300!1 ANTENNA TERMINAL 

8 FIXED OUTPUT JACKS 

0 VARIABLE OUTPUT JACKS 

0 MUL TIPATH JACKS 

REAR PANEL (EUROPEAN MODEL) 

0 ANTENNA SOCKET 

FOR 75!1 COAXIAL CABLE 

8 300!1 DIN ANTENNA SOCKET 

0 FIXED OUTPUT JACKS 

8 VARIABLE OUTPUT JACKS 

0 MUL TIPATH JACKS 

m OUTPUT LEVEL CONTROL 

c& MUTING LEVEL CONTROL 

Q) MUTING SWITCH 

� IF MODE SWITCH 

41 METER-DISPLAY SWITCH 

CD AUTO-BLEND SWITCH 

CD MODE SWITCH 

CD ILLUMINATION SWITCH 

CD POWER SWITCH 

� TUNING KNOB 

0 IF OUTPUT JACK 

(l) GROUND TERMINAL 

0 FUSE HOLDER 

4P) AC OUTLET (UNSWITCHED) 

(8 AC CORD 

0 IF OUTPUT JACKS 

0 GROUND TERMINAL 

(l) FUSE HOLDER 

0 VOLTAGE SELECTOR 

4D AC CORD 

CT-7000 
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INTERNAL VIEW 

TOP VIEW 

BOTTOM VIEW 

4 

0 TUNING METER 

8 SIGNAL METER 

0 DIAL POINTER 

8 DIAL LAMP CIRCUIT BOARD 

0 MULTIPLEX DEMODULATOR 

CIRCUIT BOARD 

0 POWER TRANSFORMER 

0 IF AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT BOARD 

0 RF PACK 

fi) DISCRIMINATOR CIRCUIT BOARD 

Ql) METER LAMP CIRCUIT BOARD 

4D PULLEY FOR VARIABLE CAPACITOR 

0 CONTROL UNIT 

8 VOLUME Cl RCUIT BOARD 

0 SWITCH CIRCUIT BOARD 

8 POWER SWITCH 

0 CONTROL CIRCUIT BOARD 

0 DE-EMPHASIS SWITCH 

0 POWER SUPPLY CIRCUIT BOARD 



CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 

METER CIRCUIT 

This circuit has two functions. One permits almost 

direct feeding of signals with strengths from 1 OdB,u 

to 1 OOciB,u to the Signal meter. The other permits 

selection of AM components in the FM signal, thus 

showing the multipath element and displaying it as a 

l4(80d8)J•I00d8)J) l!l50dBp-80dB)J) l2(30dB)I-50dB)J) II (10dB)J·30dB)J) 

�r 0-1 g;l @;1 
N 08 Ul 06 N 04 Q 02 

.... 
0 

Operation 

1. Signal Display 

IF stage signals are detected at terminals IJ ... I4, and 

each is rectified to double voltage through the actions 

of two diodes, then sent to Tr1. The signal strength 

detection circuits are divided into· a series of four. 

For example, when a 1 OdB,u signal is received, the IF 

stage amplifier connected to the l1 terminal generates 

a signal operating diodes 01 and 02 for the output. 

That means that the 01, 02, C1, C2, L1 circuit ·is not 

operating at this time. When a stronger signal is re

ceived, input from h rises above 10ciB,u to saturation 

point (app. 30dB,u), at which time input is transferred 

to h to cover the 30dB,u-50dB,u range. The I 3 terminal 

is for signals between 50ciB,u and BOdB,u, while 14 

CT-7000 

Signal-minus-Multipath deflection. This system permits 

the owner to find the best balance of strong and 

"clean" signals by switching between the two functions 

of this meter while experimenting with different antenna 

locations. 

TO MALTIPATH VERT. TERMINAL 

Fig. 1 

covers the range from BOdB,u and 100dBJ.L This as

sures excellent, linear meter response. These circuits 

- L1L2L3L4 (C1-C8) are connected with OCcurrent, 

not AC. 

2. Multipath Display 

The Signal meter display signal is amplified at Tr1 

to operate the meter. At the same time, the AC 

element in the signal which shows multipath strength 

is amplified and rectified to a half wave by 010. In 

this way positive potential is obtained. At this time, 

if the meter switch is set to S·M, positive potential is 

fed to Tr3 (in parallel with the signal meter) lowering 

the impedance of Tr3 and reducing the Signal meter 

amplification accordingly. 
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AUTO BLEND CIRCUIT 

A weak stereo signal is accompanied by noticeably 

more noise than a monophonic signal of the same 

strength. The phase of such noise is opposed in the 

right and left channels·, so it is possible to cancel it, 

at least in part, through mixing the channels, without 

losing frequency response. The m1xmg is done auto

matically by this circuit, in two stages: for signals 

below 60dBJ,L and below 40dBJ,L. Naturally, the stronger 
the blend effect, the less stereo separation is available. 

(Separation 40dBJ.t 1KHz = BdB, 60dBJ.t 1 KHz= 14dB) 

l�o----------�------------------� Lt o--_,.--......,.-----4---<>Lo 
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Operation 

1. With the Auto Blend Switch Off 

Since the Tr1 bias is positive, Tr1 switches on and E 

potential at point@ is zero . Potentials at points (6) and 

© are below -0.5V, so Tr2 and Tr4 are on, Tr3 and 

Tr5 off. In addition -12V is fed to the gates of FET1 
FET2, so there is no blend effect. 

2. With the Auto Blend Switch On 

a. If the strength of the received signal is less than 
40dBJ,L, potential present at input terminal h is 

low, so that the output impedance from Tr1 is 

high , raising the potentials at points (Ql and ©to 

more than -0.5V. This switches Tr2 and Tr4 off , 

and Tr3 and Tr5 on, and potential almost the value 

AUTO TOUCH AFC OFF CIRCUIT & STATION/AFC 

INDICATOR CIRCUIT 

These ci rcuits turn the AFC off when a station is 

bei ng tuned, and als o indicate when tuning is in the 

reception area of a station, showing that the AFC is 
off at the same t ime . This gives rise to the f ollowing 
merits: 

1. If the AFC is c on stantly operating in the tuner 

then, assuming that AFC-caused frequency drift is 1 /n, 
the apparent selection zone is increased n times. In 
such a case , if there is a powerful stat i on nearby on 
the dial, the tuning is apt to be pulled of f , even 
du ri ng stati on selection, which will make it impossible 

to tu ne the nearby station. T o  avoid this problem 

FETI 

lOOK 

R1 o---+-__,_-+---__,_--f--o Ro 
AUDIO SIGNAL LINE 

0 d 

Fig. 2 

of E is fed to FET2 and FET3 gates. In addition, 

the left channel aud io signal is fed from FET1 to 

the FET2 and FET3 gates for a steady blend 

effect in both stages . 

b. When the strength of the received signal is be low 

60dBJ,L but over 40dBJ,L, Tr1 i mpedance lowers and 

potential at point(i) is enough to cause the potential 

at points @ and (£) to drop, below -0.5V, so that 

the blend effect is avail abl e , but only via FET3. 

c. When the strength of the received signal is over 

60dBJ.L Tr1 is almost switched on, wh ich is the same 

condition as that described in ( 1) a bove . This can

cels the blend effect. 

the AFC goes off automatically when the tuning knob 

is touched. 

2. More recent tuners tend to do away with the AFC 

function alt ogether, depending upon advanced circuit 

techno l ogy to suppress drift. In these tuners, circuits 

are designed t o  resist the affect of tempe ratur e fluc

tuations, so that drift can be f orgotten as a serious 

prob le m . 

In such a tuner, the add it i on of AFC will of course 

prov ide extra protection aga ins t drift - and this is 

the superior feature of the Yamaha system. 
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Operation 

1. Touching the tuning knob with your finger passes 

the electric potential in the human body to the TS 

terminal, and it is amplified by Trl and Tr2, then 

rectified by Dl and D2 diodes for (+) potentiaL 

2. This potential is added to the base of Tr3, switch

ing it on and grounding the AFC terminal (i.e., cancel

ing the AFC effect). 

TRANSIENT NOISE CANCELATION CIRCUIT 

This circuit serves to cancel the noise and distortion 
caused by turning the Power switch on and off. 

IK 10/25 

0� 
CONNECT 
THE I> 
TERMINAL 
OF Fig5 

If) 
,.-,ICl 
oiCl 

<a 

Fig. 4 
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STATION INDICATION SIGNAL 
!1 AFC 

12V60mA 
AFC/STATION 
LAMP 

Fig. 3 

3. At the same time, this potential is fed to the base 
of Tr4, so that that transistor comes on and grounds 

Tr5 with 15k.Q. 

4. When the station display signal is fed to the I 1 

terminal, Tr5 comes on and switches Tr6 on. This lights 
the AFC/Station lamp. At this time, if operation (3) 

above is added, Tr5 output voltage drops and Tr6 
output impedance rises, so that the AFC/Station lamp 
dims to show that the AFC is off. 

Operation 

1. When the Power switch is turned on 

When the power is switched on, potential at point® 
is equal to E, and rises to +12V according t() a time 
constant decided by Cl Rl. When this +12V is added 
to the base of Trl this transistor switches on nd shuts 
Tr2 off, so that the difference i n  voltage obtained 

by Cl Rl appears as it is at terminal 0. This switches 

Tr7 (previous diagram) on, and the same condition 
continues until the voltage at point@ reaches -+11.5V, 
thus cancelling unwanted signals at the tirre power 
is switched on. 

2. When the Power switch is turned off 

When the power is switched off voltage at point 1V 

changes from 12V to E potential. This cl"lange is 
rectified to couple voltage by D3D4, and neg<t ive load 

potential is obtained at point @. This switches Trl 

off .and Tr2 comes on, so that E potential is present 
at the collector of Tr2 and the negative �otential 

change is available at terminal 0, providing 1 muting 
effect at the instant the power is switched CJ�ff. 

D2 removes the ripple in the negative voltagE .at Point 
@ which means it cancels the operation o1 1:his cir

cuit, which works via ripples when the powl.- switch 
is turned on. 

7 
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MUTING CIRCUIT 

This circuit eliminates weak signals and inter-station 

noise during tuning, or in case of station drift. This 

Operation 

1. Muting operation due to a signal from terminal II. 

a. DC voltage e1, which shows the strength of the 

received signal between 10dBJ.! and 100dBJ.t is fed 

to the h terminal and passes to the base of Tr4, 

which has had its bias adjusted by VR1. 

b. If e 1, is less than the set bias value, Tr4 switches 

off, switching Tr5 and Tr6 on. This makes the voltage 

at point� sufficient to turn on Tr8, Tr9 and Tr1 0, 

grounding the composite signal via Tr8 and the 

audio signal via Tr9 and Tr10. 

c. On the other hand, if e1 is greater than the set 

bias value, the Tr4 switches on, thus switching off 

Tr5 and Tr6. This means that the voltage at point 

<6) will switch off Tr8, Tr9 and Tr10, thus passing 

the composite and audio signals. 

2. Muting operation due to a signal from terminal 12. 

a. Signal e2, which contains a DC component showing 

the tuning aberration, is fed to the 12 terminal. 

This is potential which can be obtained by the 

discriminator S curve. When the received signal is 

lower than the correct tuning point, negative volt-

circuit also functions to cut transient noises, a function 

which will be explained in another section. 

age is contained in e2; when it is higher, positive 

voltage is present. 

b. When the received signal is lower than the correct 

tuning point, Tr1 is continually off, but Tr2 can 

be switched on by voltage of below -0.5V, and 

at this time Tr3 comes on. In this case potential at 

point© becomes zero due to diode D1, while point 

(ji) is grounded by 02, thus switching on the muting. 

c. When the signal is higher than the muting point, 

Tr2 and Tr3 are continually off. Tr1 comes on 

when it receives more than -0.5V, creating E 

potential at point ©. D2 thus grounds point ® 

switching on the muting. 

d. In addition to selecting DC voltage, this circuit works 

in the same way to block unwanted signals of 

below 20Hz and over 50kHz through the actions 

of C1 and L 1. This cuts the noises normally heard 

when the tuning knob is turned quickly and passes 

one or more stations. 

e. When the muting effect is not desired it can be 

bypassed by raising voltage at point @ to +12V via 

the Muting switch, thus turning Tr6 off. 



PHASE LOCKED LOOP CIRCUIT 

This circuit accurately creates a switching signal which 
divides the stereo components of the FM signal. It is 
divided into two parts: an oscillator and a section 

COMPOS IT 
SIGNAL( INPUT) 

0,047 l5K 

I y4 h/\1---.-,,..,.,.__ 

I 
I 
I 
L-------, 

A 1 
���· 

r�,;3�l�-
J;� 

to match the oscillator 19kHz pilot signal to the broad
cast pilot signal. 

ORR CHANNEL OL L CHANNEL 

-12VIo-------_. ___ _. ____ __J 0 STEREO INDICATOR CIRCUIT 

Operation 
1. Oscillator Section 
a. A 76kHz sine wave is obtained from the VCO 

formed by Tr6 and Tr7. It is changed into a square 
wave at Tr8 and then fed to the doubled multi
vibrator formed by Tr9 and Tr10. Thus at OR and 
OL 38kHz square waves of opposite phase are 
obtained. 
At the same time this 38kHz signal is fed to the 

(2) POINTQ) 

Fig. 6 

doubled multivibrator formed by Tr11 and Tr12, 
creating 19kHz square waves of opposed phase at 
points CD and ®. Waveforms and phase relations at 
each time point are as shown below: 

b. As a principle of operation, the oscillation frequency 
(phase) of the VCO rises (advances) as the Tr6 

potential becomes more positive, and drops (retards) 
as it becomes more negative. 

CHART' lllni1Jl 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

CHART 2 LilSl (3) POINT® 
CHART< I 

T
o'--------""-� 2 3 4 

(I) POINT@ 76KHz 

Notes: 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  

CHAR" I 
CHART 3 

0 I 2 3 4 

5 6 

5 6 

7 8 

7 8 - nsu CHARTS _fL 
, , , ..... , 

L
' , , . . .  , . , 

CHART2 L_j 
0 2 3 4 5  7 8  

Fig. 7 

1. Waveforms at point(@ are the same square wave 
as at pointeD, but phasing is opposite. 

2. The waveform at point(i)is the same squrr E wave 
as that at point Ckl, but the phase is opposite. 

CT-7000 
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2. Phase Comparison and Detection Section 
a. The 19kHz pilot signal, a composite signal neces

sary for phase comparison and detection, is selected 
by the band pass filter composed of the circuit 
from the I' terminal to point@ 

b. This selected 19kHz pilot signal is amplified by 
Tr 1 and fed to points © and (Q), connected to Tr2 
and Tr3 respectively. To these transistors the 19kHz 
square wave from the oscillation section pointsG) 
and ® are also fed. 

c. In this way the phase comparison and detection 
circuit is formed, and output Vc' and Vd' can be 

( I ) 

CHART 8 

2-1. T o  detect the waveform in chart 9 above accord

ing to chart 4 and chart 5 (previous page), 
10-a. Output at (d) when chart 4 is added to Tr2. 
1 0-b. Output at (c) when chart 5 is added to Tr3. 
At the same time, these also show the outputs at point 
@ (in the condition seen in chart 10-® l when chart 4 
is set to Tr3, also show the output at the point @ 
in chart 10-(@ when chart 5 set to Tr2. 

a��. ��+a' 
/ . . .;;:. /: . 

/ 

CHART 10 

obtained. Since the 19kHz square wave signals driv
ing Tr2 and Tr3 are in opposite phase, Vc' and 
Vd' are activated alternately. This phenomenon is 
then amplified by the differential amplifier formed 
of Tr4 and Tr5. 

d. The phase relations between the pilot signal and 
the signals at points (D and ®, as well as the po
tential at points@ and@, are shown below: 

The figure to the left shows the point ®input 
waveform. The one on the right shows that for 
point @. 

CHART 9 

2-2. To detect the waveform in chart 9 above using 
chart 6 and chart 7 shown on the previous page: 
11-d. Output at (d) when chart 6 is added to Tr2. 
11-d. Output at (o) when chart 7 is added to Tr3. 
At the same time, these also show the outputs at point 
@ (in the condition seen in chart 11-@l when chart 6 

is set to Tr3, also show the output at the point (d) 
in chart 11-@ when chart 7 set to Tr2. 

+ 

r 
CHART 11 



2-3. Potential at points@ and@ becomes that shown 
at a· b' c' and d' in the chart 10 and 11 . Phase differ
ences and output relations between pilot signal and 
detection signal are as shown in the following chart 12. 

CHART 12 

2-4. Since points@and@ are connected to the differ
ential amplifier, its operation creates the following 
relations. Let the potential at@be E�\ at@, E� and 
at @, E@. Then E@=K(E@ - E@). Furthermore 
K>O. The output potential at e undergoes the change 
shown in chart 12, also due to the phase difference bet
ween the pilot signal and detection signal j added to 
Tr3. 

CT-7000 

3. Oscillation Section and Phase Comparison Detection 
Section 

The output potential of the phase comparison detec
tion section is added to the base of Tr6 in the VCO, 
so that by examining 1.b and 2-4 one can see that a 
locked condition is possible only when the phase dif
ference is either 90° or 270°, and the following con
ditions hold: 
a zone: VCO works for phase retard. 
b zone: VCO works for phase advance. 
c zone: VCO works for phase advance. 
d zone: VCO works for phase retard. 
Therefore the only stable, locked condition is 270° 
phase difference (with a 90° difference, even a tiny 
retard will cause an automatic shift to 270°). 
Therefore, according to the charts in the Oscillator 
Section discussions, what leads to stability areQ)termi
nal output (chart 7), ® terminal output (chart 6), 

CD terminal output (chart 3) and ® terminal output 
(chart 2). 
Even if a locked condition arises at 90° phase difference, 
it will be due to(}) terminal output (chart 3) and (fi) 
terminal output (chart 2), so that switching will not 
be affected at all. 

+ 

PHASE 

�rrrTTT-rri�c..LL:.L..L.C&�,._.::..;���""�r- OIFFE· 

RENCE 

PHASE DIFFERENCE 

Difference between pilot signal andQ)terminal output signal. 

CHART 13 

1 1 
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STEREO/MONO DRIVE AND STEREO INDICATOR 

CIRCUIT 

This circuit receives stereo FM signals strong enough 

for stereo reception. When the PLL circuit is phase 

Operation 

1. The composite signal is fed from the I 1 terminal 

and undergoes a high cut due to R1, C1 and C2. It is 

added to the 19kHz 90° phase shifter composed of 

Tr1, R2 and C3. In this way the 19kHz pilot signal 

leads by 90° and is amplified at Tr2 (only during 

stereo broadcast reception, of course). 

2. At the same time, the PLL circuit D terminal out

put (7) enters via I 2 and the phase detector Tr3 is 

operated by Tr4. 

3. Using the phase difference between the pilot signal 

and signal, Fig. 7 to see the potential at point� (i.e., 

the phase detector output, the following points be
come clear. See chart 14. 

The o peration to the detector when the PLL circuit 

is phase locked is shown by the chart 15. At this 

time the phase difference is zero, and maximum posi

tive output is obtained. 

4. The potential change is integrated by R3 and R4, 

and when it is more than 0.25V, Tr5 goes on and Tr7 

goes off, which switches Tr8 on. In this way the 

multiplex demodulator begins to operate and at the 

same time the stereo indicator lamp lights, driven by 

Tr9. 

However, if the station display signal is not received 

via 13, i.e., if the strength of the received signal 

is bel ow the muting level, the base of Tr8 will be 

grounded through 02, keeping it off and keeping the 

stereo indicator lamp from lighting. The multiplex 

demodulator will also fail to be activated. 

locked the demodulator operates and the stereo indi

cator lamp lights, which is this circuit's function. 



MULTIPLEX DEMODULATOR CIRCUIT 

This circuit double tunes the composite signal by a 

switching method, thus separating out the left and 

right channel audio signals. 

COMPOSITE 
SIGNAL (INPUT) 

39K 

�.J.-.0-'\I\f\.--+--+----------------<JM6No/sTEREO 
SIGNAL 

CT-7000 

L----+---------------------o-12V 

Operation 

The composite signal entering at I! is amplified by Trl 

and becomes output due to the low impedance of 

the Tr2 emitter-follower circuit. 

Also, via the 12 and b terminals a 38kHz square wave 

is constantly received from the PLL circuit. At terminal 

14 a minus potential is received only when the signal 

is in stereo. 

Therefore, when a stereo signal is received Tr3 comes 

on. Tr4 and Tr5 repeat seesaw on-off motions at the 

38kHz frequency, which drives Tr6 and Tr7. When 

Tr4 is on, Tr6 comes on (at the same time Tr5 is 

Fig. 8 

off, switching Tr7 off). When Tr4 turns off, it switches 

off Tr6 (at this time Tr5 is on and thus so is Tr7). 

In this way the grounded-open movement is repeated 

between points 0 and CV at the 38kHz rate, permitting 

the right and left audio signals to be obtained from 

the composite signal. One part of the audio signal is 

fed back through terminal h for more perfect separa

tion characteristics. In addition, when a monophonic 

signal is being received, Tr3 shuts off, and this turns 

off Tr4, Tr5, Tr6 and Tr7, so that the audio signal 

obtained at terminals Lo and Ro are mowphonic. 

13 
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PARTIAL DISASSEMBLY 

1. Cabinet Removal 

1-1. Turn the unit over and remove screws (1�4). 

See Photo 1. 

1-2. With the unit as shown in Photo 2, remove the 

chassis from the cabinet. 

2. Control Circuit Board Removal 

2-1. Remove the cabinet. 

2-2. Remove the screws (1�5) shown in Photo 3, 

then take off the cover. 

Photo 1 

Photo 2 

Photo 3 

3. Power Supply Circuit Board Removal 

3·1. Follow steps 2-1 and 2·2. 

3-2. Remove connectors (8�10) and screws (7�10) 

shown in Photo 4, then remove the power circuit board. 

4. Power Transformer Removal 

4-1. Follow steps 2-1 and 2·2. 

4-2. Take off connector ( 1 0) shown in Photo 4, then 

remove the primary side leads. 

4-3. Remove screws (11�14) shown in Photo 4, while 

pressing on the top of the transformer, then remove 

the transformer. 

Photo 4 

Photo 5 

Photo 6 



5. Multiplex Demodulator Circuit Board Removal 

5-1. Remove the cabinet. 

5-2. Remove screws (1�4) shown in Photo 5, then 

take off the shield cover. 

5-3. Remove screws (1�4) shown in Photo 6, t hen 

take out the MPX circuit board. 

6. Discriminator Circuit Board Removal 

6-1. Remove the cabinet. 

6-2. Disconnect the input pin plugs . 

6-3. Remove screws (5) and (6) shown in Photo 5, 

then take off the shield cover. 

6-4. Remove screws (5) and (6) shown in Photo 6, 

then take out the discriminator circuit board. 

7. Amplifier Circuit Board Removal 

7-1. Remove the cabinet. 

7-2. Pull out the input and output pin plugs. 

7-3. Remove screws (7) and (8) shown in Photo 5, 

then take off the shield cover. 

7-4. Remove screws (7) and (8) shown in Photo 6, 

then take out the IF circuit board. 

8. RF Pack Removal 

8-1. Remove the cabinet. 

8-2. Loosen screws (9) and ( 10) shown in Photo 5, 

screw (3) show n  in Photo 11 and screw (3) shown in 

Photo 12, then take off the shield cover. 

8·3. Loosen the two variable capacitor pulley fixing 

screws, then remove the VC pulley. 

8-4. Unplug the input and output pin plugs, then 

disconnect the connector. 

8·5. Remove screws (15�17) shown in Photo 4, then 

take out the R F pack. 

9. Meter Lamp Circuit Board Removal 

9-1. Remove screw ( 1) shown in Photo 7, then remove 

the meter lamp circuit board. 

10. Dial Lamp Circuit Board Removal 

10-1. Remove screws (1) and (2) shown in Photo 8, 

then remove the dial string cover. 

10-2. Remove screws ( 1) and (2) s hown in Photo 9, 

then remove the dial lamp circuit board cover. 

10-3. Remove screws ( 1) and (2) shown in Photo 10, 

then take out the dial lamp circuit board. 

11. Dial Pointer Removal 

11-1. Follow step 10-1. 

11-2. Remove screws {3) and (4) shown in Photo 8, 

then separate the guide rail from the pointer. 

CT-7000 
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12. Front Panel Removal 

12-1. Follow steps 2-1 and 2-2. 

12-2. Remove connectors (2�5), (8) and (11 ) shown 

in Photo 4, then remove the switch circuit board. 

12-3. Loosen the two tuning knob fixing screws shown 

in Photo 4 in the direction of the arrow, using a 

hexagonal wrench. Remove the tuning knob. 

Note: The shaft can be loosened; do so fully. 

12-4. Remove screw (18) shown in Photo 4. 

12-5. Remove screws ( 1) and (2) shown in Photo 11, 

and screws ( 1) and (2) shown in Photo 12. 

12-6. Remove the front panel and control unit with

out separating them. Remove screws ( 1�4) shown in 

Photo 13, then separate the front panel and control unit. 

13. Volume Circuit Board Removal 

13-1. Follow steps 12-1 through 12-5. 

13-2. Remove the headphone volume, output level 

and muting knobs with a hexagonal wrench. 

13-3. Remove screws ( 1) and (2) shown in Photo 14, 

then remove the volume circuit board. 

14. Switc h Circuit Board Removal 

14-1. Follow steps 12-1 through 12-5. 

14-2. Remove screws (3) and (4) shown in Photo 14, 

then remove the switch circuit board. 

15. Power Switch Removal 

15-1. Follow steps 12-1 through 12-4. 

15-2. Remove screws (1) and (2) shown in Photo 15, 

then remove the power switch circuit board. 

16. Meter Removal 

16-1. Follow steps 12-1 through 12-4. 

16-2. F o llow step 8-2. 

16-3. Remove the leads connected to the meter. 

16-4. Remove screws (3) and (4) shown in Photo 15, 

then remove the meter cover. 

16-5. Take out the meter. 

17. Dial Scale Removal 

17-1. Foll ow steps 12-1 through 12-4. 

17-2. Remove screws (5�12) shown in Photo 15, 

then remove the dial scale. 
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MEASUREMENT AND ADJUSTMENT 

1. TUNER SECTION 

Before Adjustment . . ... After 30 minutes aging with power switch on and each circuit board cover removed. 

ADJUSTMENT 
TERMINAL TO BE 

RATING OR 
STEP CONNECTED & ADJUSTMENT HOW TO ADJUST REMARKS 

ITEM 
INSTRUMENT REQUIRED 

STANDARD 

1 Discriminator Received signal frequency near T301: Move the core from left When the power 
Balance center, antenna unconnected. discriminator coil to right until the center switch is turned off 

(Normal) Secondary side meter indicates ''0'', be sure the meter 
(upper) core then fix it in place. reading mechanical 

INSIDE THIS MARk indicates "0". See 
Note 3. 

2 IF Core Preset Antenna Terminal (300!2) RF Pack Move the core to the Set at the same loca-
FM signal generator IF core right and left to find tion which causes 
98MHz/60dB.u the location which af- the center meter to 

fords maximum signal indicate "0". 
meter needle deflection. 

3 Monaural Dis- Antenna terminal (300!2) T301: Move the core to the -62dB If Normal and Wide 
tortion Ratio FM signal generator discriminator coil left and right and set at (0.08%) different, adjust bal-

98MHz/60dB.u Primary side the location affording ance. 
Modulation: (lower) core minimum distortion. 
400Hz/100% mono 

Fixed output jacks (L, R) IF MODE switch: Test at both Normal and 
Oscilloscope, Electronic volt- Wide modes. 
meter, Distortion ratio meter 

4 vco Antenna terminal (300!2) MPX circuit Set to 19kHz. 19.000kHz± 
Adjustment FM signal generator board VCO 20Hz (5Hz) 

98MHz/60dB.u Unmodulated adjustment 
MPX circuit board 19kHz T.P 

Frequency Counter 

5 Stereo Distor- Antenna terminal (300!2) IF circuit Set for minimum dis- 60dB/l, -62dB (0.08%) 
tion Ratio I FM signal generator board tort ion. IF MODE = NORMAL 
(Normal) 98MHz/60dB.u. 100dB.u VR201, 202 100 dB/l, -57dB (0.14%) 

Modulation 400Hz/1 00% TC201, 202 60dB.u 
stereo : adjustment 

Fixed output jack (L, R) required 
Oscilloscope, Electronic volt- 100dB.u 
meter, Distortion ratio meter :check only 

acceptable 

6 Stereo Distor- Same as Step 5 RF pack Adjust for mm1mum 60dBp Carry out this step 
tion Ratio IF core, RF2-5 distortion within limits -62dB, if the Step 5 check 
II (Wide) core that signal meter indi- (0.08%) does not fall wi1:hin 

If standards not cation does not drop 100dBp the 100dB.u limi1:s. 
met, repeat (with 60dB1-1 antenna -57 dB, 
Step 5. input). (0.14%) 

7 Stereo Distor- Same as Step 6 IF circuit Set for minimum dis- -62dB 
tion Ratio board tort ion. (0.08%) 
Ill (Wide) VR203, 204 

TC203 

8 Wide Balance Same as Step 1 IF circuit Set for "0" center Same as Repeat the check in 
board meter reading. Step 1. Step 7. If the read-
T201 coil ing is off consider-

ab ly, repeat Steps 7 
&8. 

9 Separation Same as Step 6. MPX circuit Set L & R for maxi- 55dB 
I (Normal) board mum separation. (both 

Separation L & R) 
Adj. Normal 
L,R 

10 Output Same as Step 6. MPX circuit Set for limits shown at -1dBm ± 
Level board right. 0.3dB 

Level Adj. 
L,R 

11 Separation 
II (Normal) 

Check whether Step 1 0 has caused a change in the Step 9 values; if so, repeat Step 9. 

12 Separation Same as Step 6. Control circuit Set for maximum sepa- 55dB Adjust for balance 
Ill (Wide) board ration. if difference bet\llleen 

Separation Adj. L & R. 
Wide 
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ADJUSTMENT 
TERMINAL TO BE 

STEP CONNECTED & ADJUSTMENT ITEM 
INSTRUMENT REOUI RED 

13 Muting Level Antenna terminal (300.n) IF circuit board 
I FM signal generator Muting Adj. 

98MHz/30dBI' 
Modulation 400Hz/30% 
mono 

Fixed output jacks (L, Rl 
Oscilloscope, Electronic 
voltmeter 

14 Muting Level Antenna terminal (300ll) Same as Step 13. 
II FM signal generator 

98MHz/30dBI', 10dBp 
Modulation 400Hz/30% 
mono 

Fixed output jacks ( L, R) 
Oscilloscope, Electronic 
voltmeter 

15 Signal Meter Antenna terminal (300ll) Control circuit 
Set FM signal generator board 

98MHz/60dBI' Meter Adj. 
Modulation 400Hz/30% 
mono 

16 Auto Blend Antenna terminal (300ll) 
Check FM signal generator 

98MHz 
Modulation 1 kHz/1 00% 
stereo 

Fixed output jacks (L, Rl 
Oscilloscope, Electronic 
voltmeter 

17 IHF Antenna terminal (300ll) 
Sensitivity FM signal generator 
Check 98MHz 

Modulation 400Hz/100% 
mono 

18 Dial Pointer Antenna terminal (300ll) Dial pointer 
Set FM signal generator 

90, 98, 106MHz 

NOTES 

1. If the required values in Step 14 cannot be met 

after the muting level is set to. 10dBJ,t , correct by 

changing R214 & 270 in the IF circuit board as 

shown in the figure to the right. Then carry o ut 

all steps after Step 15. 

2. When carrying out the IHF sensitivity check in 

Step 17, if the results do not satisfy the require· 

ments adjust each RF pack core (LA & LR1-5), 

and each trimmer ( TCA & TCR1-5) for maxi

mum sensitivity. For this adjustment, however, 

first repeat the adjustments and checks beginning 

with Step 1. 

3. When the power switch is off, if the center 

meter does not indicates "0", adjust it mechan

ically to this point via the adjustment hole on 

the back of the meter. Then carry out the check 

in Step 1 again. 

CT-7000 

RATING OR 
HOW TO ADJUST REMARKS 

STANDARD 

Turn slowly from L to Once set, dif· Muting VR=30dBI' 
R and set at point terence from 
where output begins. signal fed by 

FM SG must 
be 30dBI' ± 

6dB!' 

Set for 30dBI' ± 6d Bl' at 30d Bl' If these values can· 
Muting VR. not be obtained, 
Set for 11dBp ± SdBI' at 10dBI' check the Note 1. 
Muting VR. 

Set so that the needle 60 ± 5 
deflects to "60" on the 
meter. 

After FM SG output Operation 
reduced, check change Level 
in separation and final 1:60dBp± 
separation. 10dBp 

11:40dBp ± 

10dBp 
Separation 

1:14dB ± 

3dB 
11:8dB±3dB 

Check antenna input 8dBJ,t (2.5J,tV) If these values can· 
when distortion ratio is (6dBJ.! not be met, see Note 
-30dB (3.2%). (2.0J,tVII 2. 

Set the dial pointer so ± lmm 98M Hzst:andard 
that it is at the correct 
dial location for each 
frequency. 

19 
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ADJUSTMENT POINT 

2. PRECAUTIONS AND STEPS IN CORRECTING FAULTS 
1. Replacing Parts 

1-1. When it is necessary to replace any parts in the 

RF pack, or an IC, transistor or discriminator coil in 

the discriminator circuit board, change the whole unit, 

not the individual part. 

able resistors. adjustable trimmers and inductors) must 

be readjusted as explained in part 2 below. 

1-3. When non-adjustable parts other than those men

tioned in 1-1 and 1-2 above are replaced, no adjust

ment is necessary. Be sure, however, to replace only 

with parts meeting required specifications whenever 

such specifications are I is ted. 

1-2. When adjustable parts other than those mentioned 

in 1-1 above are replaced, such adjustable parts (vari-

2. Unit Replacement 

U�JIT NAME 
I 

ADJUSTMENT ITEM 

RF Pack Overall adjustment (only when indl-

cater set point is out of adjustment) 

IF Circuit Board Overall adjustment 

Discriminator Circuit Board Overall adjustment 

MPX Circuit Board 1. VCO Adjust: 19kHz 
2. Separation Adjust (Normal) 

3. Output Level Adjust 

4. Separation Adjust (Wide) 

Control Circuit Board 1. Separation Adjust (Wide) 

2. Signal Meter Adjust 

Power Circuit Board VCO Adjust: 19kHz 

Tuning Meter Correct off-center reading with power 

switch off. 

I 
REQUIRED MEASUREMENT !NSTRU MENT 

Ultra-low distortion FM s1gnal generator 

Standard signal generator 

Distortion meter 

Osc i lloscope 

Electronic Voltmeter 

Ultra-low distortion FM signal generator 

Standard signal generator 

Osci II oscope 

Electronic Voltmeter 

I Frequency Counter 
I 

I Ultra-low distortion FM signa l generator 

Standard signal generator 

Oscilloscope 

Electronic Voltmeter 

r Frequency counter 

Unnecessary 

I 

i 
I 

: 



3. SPECIFICATION ASSURANCE CONDITIONS 

ITEM MEASUREMENT CONDITION 

Test Temperature 

Test Humidity 

AC Input Voltage/Frequency u.s. 117V 

Europe 110V 

130V 

220V 

240V 

Vibration Noise 

Aging Time At standard condition before test 

Test System Performance Audio System 
Level Accuracy, Deviation and Precision 
400Hz 
30-15,000Hz 

Test System Distortion 
1 00 -3,000Hz 

50 -1 O,OOOHz 

Test System Separation 
400Hz 
50-10,000Hz 
Pilot Signal Phase 

Overall Test System S/N Ratio 
Monaural 
Stereo 

Signal Generator Output Level Accuracy 

Modulation Degree Accuracy (75kHz deviation) 

Signal Generator Spurious 

Residual FM factor at AM 

Radio Frequency Noise 300!1 Antenna terminal Equivalent 

25 ± 10°C 

65 ± 20°C 

105-135V 

90-115V 

110-135V 

200-240V 

220-260V 

VALUE 

45-65Hz 

45-65Hz 

45-65Hz 

45-65Hz 

45-65Hz 

Low enough to be no test influence. 

more than 30 minutes. 

Within ± 0.3d8 
Within ± 0.1dB 

Within ·0.02% 
Within 0.05% 

Within 60d8 
Within 50d8 
Within ± 0.5° 

Within 80d8 at 30-15,000Hz/50�-tS 
Within 75d8 at 30 -15,000Hz/50�-tS 

Within ± 0.5d8 

Within ± 3kHz 

Within -100d8at ± 300kHz-±5MHz 

CT-7000 

Within -70d8 at FM±75kHz /AM 30% 

Within -10dB�-t 
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PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD 

WIRING CONNECTION DIAGRAM 

IF CIRCUIT BOARD NA06480 

DISCRIMINATOR CIRCUIT BOARD NA06482: U.S.& CANADIAN MODELS 

NA06481: EUROPEAN MODEL 
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MPX CIRCUIT BOARD NA06483 
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CONTROL CIRCUIT BOARD NA06484 
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SWITCH CIRCUIT BOARD NA06487 

POWER CIRCUIT BOARD NA06485 
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VOLUME CIRCUIT BOARD NA06488 

MUTING OUTPUT 

LEVEL 

HEADPHONE 

LEVEL 

LAMP CIRCUIT BOARD NA06489 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

METER LAMP CIRCUIT BOARD NA06490 
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PARTIAL CHANGES MADE ACCORDING TO DESTINATION 

T POWER 

• U.S. & CANADIAN MODELS • EUROPEAN MODEL 

T ANTENNA 

• EUROPEAN MODEL 
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PARTS LIST 

FRONT VIEW 

INTERNAL VIEW 
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INTERNAL VIEW 

EXPLODED VIEW 

24 
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INTERNAL VIEW 

INTERNAL VIEW (BOTTOM) 

:33 

CT-7000 

INTERNAL VIEW 

INTERNAL VIEW (BOTTOM) 
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EXPLODED VIEW 

BACK VIEW (EUROPEAN MODEL) 

BACK VIEW 
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Ref . Part No. D e s c r i p t io Remarks 
Common 

No. n s 
Models 

CD NA06480 IF C ircuit board :j:\:62754 I F :..- - 1-

FP14647 Tantalum capacitor 4.71'-F 25V 11 ;..- 11 JI.-::J /7'/-tt 

GE30013 RF inductor 10 p.H RF1'/9?11-

GG00013 Ceramic filter FBC·10P-01C i?7�·�?71"JI-11-

GG00014 .. CFM107M-24 h 

GG00015 .. CFM107P·12C " 

FY00004 Ceramic trimmer 30PF i?7 � -�? 1- •; v-

HY00019 Metal glaze variable resistor CR19R 8·1K ;( 11 JI-�v-XV R 

HT41001 Variable resistor SV10KR 82200 "/ IJ ·� .... v R 

iC04588 Transistor 2SC458 B or c 1- 7 /�.A11-

iC04608 .. 2SC460 8 or c " 

iE00009 FET 25K19 GR F E T 

iF00033 Diode 15188 FM1 9 1' >t - .... 

iF00004 .. 151555 " 

iG00040 IC TA7060P I c 

iG00039 IC ,uPC577H I c 

GE10018 FM 1FT GE10018 F M I F T 

8806336 IF shield frame No. 6336 I F :..- - l� F rl< 

LB10009 Pin jack 503055 t::: ;..- � -1' -� ? 

LB60052 Connector housing No. 2145-68 
::J * ? 1- ::J ;..-
1\ ., � ;..- l'j' 

@ NA06481 Dis c riminator circuit board #62763 T' 1" .A? 1):.,.- 1-

HU456 10 Metal film resistor (J) 1K!l 11: Jli '11£ Jill: l'lUit ( J ) 

HU45622 .. 2.2K .n " 

HU45639 .. 3.9KO " 

FP13710 Tantalum capacitor 10 P.F 16V 11 ;..- 11 )1.- :::1 ;..-

GE30014 RF inductor 4.7 P.H RF1'::..9?11-

GE30013 .. 10 .uH " 
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Ref. D e s c r i p t i o n Remarks 
Common 

No. 
Part No. Models 

iA07630 Transis-tor 2SA763 WL 4 or 5 1- 7 /:,/7.11-

iC04608 " 2SC460 B or C " 

iG00039 IC !'PC 577H I c 

iF00004 Diode 151555 11 1' ;t - t'' 

HY00016 Metal glaze variable resistor CR19R B-22K ;!. 11 JL--·;fl.,.. -7.'V R 

GE10016 Discriminator coil (White marked) 7 1' 7. ? 'J ::J 1' JL-- Japanese model 

GE10017 " (Red marked) " U.S. and European 
models 

LB10009 1P pin jack S03055 1P!::"/:J-\'·y'J 

LB30022 Connector 2145·38 ::J * ? 1- ::J / 
::J * ? 9 -

BB06337 Discriminator shield frame No. 6337 71' 7-?'J:...-JL--t"* 

® NA06483 MPX circuit board :j:l:63473 M p X :... - 1-

HU47620 Metal film resistor (F: ±1%) 2KO �}j; ��g :Iii: 

HU47633 " " 3.3KO " 

HU47622 " " 2.2KO " 

HU47647 " " 4.7KO " 

HU47656 " " 5.6K0 " 

HU47710 " " 10K0 " 

HU47722 " " 22KO " 

HU45610 " (J: ±5%) 1KO " 

HU45633 " " 3.3KO " 

HU45710 " " 10KO " 

HU45739 .. " 39KO " 

HU45810 " " 100K!1 " 

FD19330 Polystyrene capacitor (F: :t1%) 3000PF 7.7- ::J/117!1:1 

FG10030 Ceramic capacitor 50VSL (F: ±1%) 3PF i! 7 ::J / 

FP12733 Tantalum capacitor 33 I' F 10V 11 / 11 JL-- ::J / 

FP13710 " 10 I'F 16V " 

FP14647 " 4.7 I'F 25V " 

FP15533 " 0.3311- F 35V " 

FP15547 " 0.47 11- F 35V " 

FP15610 " 1 11-F 35V " 
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Ref. Part No. 
No. 

HY00019 

HY00016 

GE20008 

GE20011 

iA07630 

iC04588 

iC04589 

iF00004 

iF00027 

iF00035 

LB60052 

® NA06484 

' 

HY00016 

I 
FG10030 

FP13710 

FP15522 

FP15610 

FP15622 

GE20011 

GE30013 

iA05617 

iA07630 

iC04588 

iC04608 

iC07343 

iE00001 

iF00004 

i F00033 

iF00032 

KA40006 

Descri p t i o n 

Metal glaze variable resistor CR19R B-1KO 

" 

MPX coil 

MPX fixed coil 

Transistor 

" 

" 

Diode 

Zener diode 

" 

Connector housing 

Control circuit board 

47mH 

2SA763 

2SC458 

B-22KO 

WL4 or 5 

B or C 

2SC458LG C or D 

151555 

WZ-061 

WZ-130 

6P 2145-68 

:;t63503 

Metal glaze variable resistor CR19R B22K 

Ceramic capacitor 50V SL (F: :tl%) 3P 

Tantalum capacitor 10 f'F 16V 
-· 

" 0.22 ,u F 35V 

" 1 ,uF 35V 

" 2.2 f'F 35V 

MPX fixed coil 47mH 

RF inductor 10 ,uH 

Transistor 2SA561 0 or Y 

" 2SA763 WL4 or 5 

" 2SC458 B or C 

" 2SC460 B or C 

" 2SC734 0 or y 

FET 2SK30A y 

Diode 151555 

" 15188 FM1 

Zener diode WZ-061 

Slide switch SL222B4 

CT-7000 

Remarks Common 

Models 

;;1.5'11.-�fv-.A'VR 
-

" 

M p X :::J 1 Jv =GE6057 

M P X !ilil ;iE :::J -( Jl- =GE6062 

" 7 /�:A :I!-

" 

" 
i 

$1 -( ::t - t'' 

1'/.:r.:;l-9'-f::t- F 

" 

:::J * 'J " :::J / 
J\ .2. :; / 7' 

:::�::.- 1--Cl-Jv�- t--

;;I.'J:Ji.-7v-.A'VR 

t! ? :::J / 

9 / 9 11.- :::J / ' -
" 

-
" 

-
" 

-

-

M P X !ilil :iE :::J -( Jv =GE6062 
-

RF-{/:$f?51-
-

-

" ? /�7-9-
-

" 
-

" 
-

" 
-

" 
-

F E T 
-

-

9' -( ::t - F 
- -

" 
-

·;; .:r.:t--$1-f::f-1<' 
-

-

7-71 l-":;1,-{ ·y"f-
-

-
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Ref. 
Part No. D e s c r i p t i Remarks Common 

No. o n 
Models 

L840013 Connector 2403·4A ::::J * 7 " ::::J / 
titift7 z I\-

L860053 " 2403·6A " 

L860054 " 2403-8A " 

L830022 Connector 2145·38 ::::J * 7 " ::::J / 

L860052 " 2145·68 " 

® NA06485 Power supply circuit board :jj:63843 11 il.!! ;/ - " Japanese and U.S. 
models 

NA06486 " " " European model 

HW20340 Fuse resistor 300m A 40 t: .:l. 
- xgrn; 

iA05612 Transistor 2SA561 0 or Y " 7 /;/ 7-:ll -

iA07630 " 2SA763 WL 4 or 5 " 

iC04588 " 2SC458 8 or C " 

iC07343 .. 2SC734 0 or Y " 

iC10613 .. 2SC1061 8 or C " 

iE00002 FET 2SK30A GR F E T 

iF00032 Zener Diode WZ-061 ';I z7-1f1"?t- I'' 

iF00022 .. WZ-310 " 

iH00003 Diode 10D·1 5f 1" ?t - F 

iH00008 .. 10DC·1 " 

iH00009 .. 10DC·1R " 

iH00005 .. 10DC·2 " 

iH00013 " 10DC·2R " 

L840013 Connector 2403-4A 
::::J * 7 " ::::J / 
titift7 .X/\ -

L860054 " 2403-BA " 

L860055 .. 5015-8A " 

® NA06487 Switch circuit board :jj:63852 7-1" ., 7 ;/-f-. 

KA90006 Switch SC8 11058 7- 1" ., 7 

L840013 Connector 
::::J * 7 " ::::J / 

2403-4A titift7 ;,:;/\-

(]) NA06488 Volume circuit board #63862 v R ;/ - " 
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Ref. 
Part No. 

No. 

HR10007 

HR10008 

® NA06489 

JB00031 

® NA06490 

10 JB00031 

11 32007Q700500QO 

12 MZ06487 

13 MZ06488 

14 MZ06364 

@ NB06963 

16 AA07637 

17 BA06534 

18 CG06032 

19 BA06537 

20 BA06541 

21 CB07037 

22 LB30007 

23 CB06827 

24 NB06966 

25 NB06967 

26 JB00009 

27 Ji00026 

28 Ji00027 

29 NB06969 

® MZ06482 

Variable resistor 

" 

Lamp circuit board 

Lamp 1 2V 60mA 

Meter lamp circuit board 

Lamp 12V 60mA 

Outside case 

Pin-Pin coaxial cable 

" 

D e s c r i p t i o n  

RV16YP15S 

RV16YPG15S 

#63870 

#63970 

(AW) 

R� 150 mm 

R � 300 mm 

B-10K0 

A-10Kx2 

Coaxial cable with pin plug 12= 570 mm 

Panel unit 

Hing spring 

Rolling panel 

Dial glass 

Sub-panel 

Variable resistor knob 

Push button 

Headphone jack JH5020K 

Phone nut 

Dial scale unit 

Dial pointer unit 

Lead type lamp 12V 60mA 

Signa I meter 

Tunig meter 

Tuning unit 

Power transformer assembly 

CT-7000 

Remarks 
Common 

MOdels 

AT � g rn: 

" 

7 ::.- 7' � - " 

�� 1' a ., 1- 7 ::.- 7' 

.>!-51-7::.-7·�-" 
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